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Seeing Is Believing: Perception and Liminality in China Miéville’s The 
City & The City
The hybrid genre of China Miéville’s The City & The City creates a level of liminality 
in the text (the novel combines elements of detective fiction, science fiction and 
fantasy), but this is even more true of its setting in a place governed by a system of 
indistinct, but rigidly enforced, perceptual borders. The novel’s pair of city-states exist 
in a shared physical space, but their respective inhabitants are separated by the mutual, 
and at first seemingly fantastical, practice of ‘unseeing’ elements and inhabitants of the 
other city. These borders allow two fictional city-states with different laws and national 
identities (Besźel and Ul Qoma) to exist in the same space. This article scrutinizes the 
way the fantastic is used to complicate interpretation of the text along strictly genre-
bound lines. The novel’s system of unseeing related to genre (specifically science 
fiction and fantasy) as a system of borders that functions in a similar way to that found 
in the novel, bound by perception and enforced by authority.
Keywords: genre; liminality; science fiction; fantasy; detective fiction; 
perception; China Miéville
Critics have variously described China Miéville’s The City & The City as “unscience 
fiction”, an “existential thriller” (Brown np), and “a metaphor for modern life” (Moorcock 
2009). The novel has also been compared to surrealist ‘literary fiction’ works by Kafka 
and Borges and considered as part of the vaguely defined ‘new weird’ genre, which is 
“roughly conceived of as a rather breathless and generically slippery macabre fiction, a 
dark fantastic” (Miéville “Weird Fiction”) that is often seen as a subset of fantasy. Each 
of the novel’s critics and reviewers appear to see it as belonging to a different genre or 
combination of genres, with perceptions evidently colored by Miéville’s reputation as a 
writer of fantasy (as problematic as this may be). These judgements are further 
complicated by the text’s combination of a detective-fiction plot with elements common 
to science fiction. While Miéville has received a multitude of science fiction and fantasy 
awards for The City & The City,1 elements of the text could be interpreted, depending on 
generic expectations, as fantastic, as a depiction of the neuropsychological phenomenon 
of selective perception, or as a political commentary on the perception of difference 
within city spaces. The novel blurs the apparent boundary between science fiction and 
fantasy on the one side, and realism on the other, confounding the reader’s comfortable 
expectations of genre. Indeed, ambiguity permeates every level of the text and its 
interpretation – from its genre, to the world of the novel, to its fantastic (or prosaic) nature. 
One of the main concerns of the novel is the idea of borders and their maintenance and 
transgression, a theme that provides a useful means of discussing the novel’s hybridity. 
1 These include the Arthur C. Clarke and Hugo Awards (for science fiction) and the Locus and World 
Fantasy Awards (for fantasy). While all of its awards or nominations are for genre fiction, the novel has 
not seen recognition as a work of crime fiction.
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All of these elements reflect what I will argue is its general orientation towards issues of 
liminality. 
One of the principal ways in which The City & The City is associated with the 
liminal is, as suggested above, through its hybrid genre. Its broad plot is typical of 
hardboiled detective novels, following the figure of Inspector Tyador Borlú of the Besźel 
Extreme Crime Squad in his hunt for the killer of an American archaeology student – an 
investigation that widens to uncover a greater conspiracy centred on the idea of a secret 
society. The novel is set in the fictional Eastern European city-states of Besźel and Ul 
Qoma, which are what Miéville terms ‘topolgangers’: they occupy broadly the same 
space, but remain separated by the inhabitants’ mutual and conscious practice of 
‘unseeing’ people, spaces and objects considered to be present in the other city. The 
denizens of each of the cities dress differently, have separate cultures and speak different 
languages, but the division is more extreme than this. The protagonist explains that, “[i]f 
someone needed to go to a house physically next door to their own but in the neighbouring 
city, it was a different road in an unfriendly power” (86). Through the course of the novel, 
the protagonist and reader explore this surreal setting and its system of borderlines and 
hidden spaces, as well as the ways in which these are maintained. It is possible to consider 
this dual society and the process of unseeing as fantastical, with its rules and the abilities 
of its inhabitants holding only within the world presented in the novel. However, it is also 
possible to view these as a defamiliarizing metaphor for the everyday processes of 
perception in an urban environment and the resultant blind spots – albeit in a context 
governed by an extremist ideology that determines the subject’s view of the world.2 
Thomassen sums up liminality as it is generally understood in saying, “liminality 
can refer to any ‘betwixt and between’ situation or object” (322). Klapcsik, however, 
draws attention to its perceptual significance: “in psychology, limen means a limit below 
which a stimulus ceases to be perceptible […] liminality is strictly related to perception 
or the lack of it” (87). Liminality (and the sense of vagueness that accompanies it), is 
useful in understanding many forms of boundaries apart from the perceptual in The City 
& The City. According to Klapcsik, liminality also principally relates to “limits as well 
as to the breach of limits, transgression” (87). In this way, limits and borderlines are 
evoked at the same time as the inherent possibility of their contravention. This is most 
evident in the strange and convoluted system of national borders presented in Miéville’s 
novel and the ways its characters often also subvert or test the legal, bureaucratic and 
social limitations placed on them. The novel itself pushes against and subverts the borders 
of genre in a similar way. Liminality deals with ambiguous spaces and borderlines in all 
of their forms, and specifically the ‘no-man’s land’ suggested by the existence of a border. 
But despite this international analogy, liminality as a concept originates in anthropology, 
where a liminal period can be a rite of passage, or even a crisis or revolution, in which a 
person or society is placed between definite states (Klapcsik 87), and both of these 
2 Defamiliarization is used in the formalist sense, where artistic texts are: 
[…] material obviously created to remove the automatism of perception; the author’s 
purpose is to create the vision which results from that deautomatized perception. A work 
is created “artistically” so that its perception is impeded and the greatest possible effect 
is produced through the slowness of the perception. (Shklovsky i22)
While defamiliarization can be applied to any form of literature, the concept is often used in understanding 
the alternate worlds of science fiction, a genre seen by Darko Suvin (1972) as “the literature of cognitive 
estrangement”, which uses defamiliarization to provide the strangeness and distance needed to see our 
world anew.
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situations appear in some form in this novel. In this in-between phase, the subject is not 
yet part of the new order, but is also not the same as before. 
All of these definitions point to liminality as a space between or even within 
borders, whatever their nature may be, as well as to situations where borders and limits 
are unclear. The City & The City can be seen in terms of these ideas of liminality through 
its hybrid genre, its setting in a place of indistinct borders, its equivocally fantastic nature, 
and its plot, which depicts a rite of passage for the protagonist in identifying and 
overcoming the mechanisms of his selective perception. It is also a type of rite of passage 
for the reader, who must navigate the novel’s generic and thematic thresholds in order 
not only to get to the bottom of the mystery, but also to grapple with the various possible 
interpretations of the text. 
Besźel and Ul Qoma appear independent and separate in spite of their 
juxtaposition, if only because their inhabitants (for the most part) behave as if they are. 
The separation of the two cities hinges on processes of identity formation and othering 
that are essential in maintaining national borders on a psychological level. Each city 
defines its identity in opposition to the other and difference is emphasized where it is 
present. Thus each city has its own national character: politically, Besźel is a democracy, 
while Ul Qoma is a one-party nationalist state. The “Ul Qoman sense of timing and Besź 
optimism” (193) is mentioned, for example, in a sarcastic comment by Inspector Borlú’s 
more nationalistic counterpart in Ul Qoma, Senior Detective Qussim Dhatt.
Inspector Borlú’s investigation (as a member of the Besź police) reveals that the 
murder he is looking into took place in what to him is the foreign city of Ul Qoma, even 
though the body is discovered in Besźel, his own city. The mystery is complicated by the 
way in which the two city-states form different police jurisdictions, but most significantly 
by the way in which the investigators must ‘unsee’ the other city: they may not perceive, 
and hence may not investigate, both cities simultaneously. Unseeing allows the 
inhabitants of one city to navigate a space that is interspersed with the foreign elements 
that they are not permitted to see or with which they may not interact. The reader comes 
to understand the mechanisms of unseeing through Inspector Borlú’s narration, which 
reveals this phenomenon as he experiences and practices it in his daily life, traversing 
Besźel without acknowledging Ul Qoma: 
I watched the local buildings’ numbers. They rose in stutters, interspersed 
with foreign alter spaces. In Besźel the area was pretty unpeopled, but not 
elsewhere across the border, and I had to unseeing dodge many smart 
young businessmen and -women. Their voices were muted to me, random 
noise. That aural fade comes from years of Besź care (Miéville, The City 
& The City 54).
Miéville’s topolganger cities echo Klapcsik’s description of liminality as “the space of 
continuous transference, an infinite process formed by transgressions across evanescent, 
porous, evasive borderlines” (43). Unseeing is thus not absolute blindness: Borlú’s 
narration makes it clear that this process of ignoring the forbidden is, in fact, one of 
constant vigilance and filtering, in which the barrier between the cities is constantly 
constructed in the perception of their residents. 
The separateness of the cities, and this shared perception, is enforced by the 
terrifying and inscrutable force known as Breach, which will instantly ‘manifest’ upon 
the contravention of the rule of unseeing and take the culprit away. Breach polices the 
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border between Besźel and Ul Qoma, ‘disappearing’ those who see what they are meant 
to unsee. It is also not subject to the same laws as ordinary citizens: its agents can move 
between the cities freely. Those critical of the division of the cities have to be especially 
careful: “Who sees it? But we know its there. Watching. Any excuse ... we’re gone” (63). 
This perpetual construction of boundaries is reminiscent of the processes of 
identity formation and maintenance, both on a personal and national level. Emile 
Durkheim’s theory of the social division of labor advances the idea that “the lineation of 
an ‘in-group’ must necessarily entail its demarcation from a number of ‘out-groups’ and 
that demarcation is an active and ongoing part of identity formation”. Paradoxically, this 
process of creating social boundaries is one of the “necessary a priori ingredients” for an 
integrated society (Neumann 4). A given group can only define its identity and 
separateness in opposition to some Other. However, this separateness is also problematic, 
because what is rejected may not be present only in the Other: what is rejected could be 
a part of the self that the subject does not wish to acknowledge. Julia Kristeva develops 
this through the concept of the abject as “something rejected from which one does not 
part” (4). Borders are necessary to protect against the abject, but they never fully achieve 
this, as the abject is a threat that “disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect 
borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite” (Kristeva 4). 
The spaces of the two cities intersect and diverge in strange ways, and navigating 
their “evanescent, porous, evasive borderlines” (Klapcsik 43), as Borlú does throughout 
the novel, is a complex task. A resident of the cities must navigate this space while 
remaining cognizant of which areas b long to their own city, which areas belong to both 
(described as ‘crosshatching’ in the novel) and which areas they may not acknowledge 
(because they are ‘in’ the other city):
Always the question of how to get through the city. I should have taxied 
as Corwi [Borlú’s colleague] was waiting, but no, two trams, a change at 
Vencelas Square. Swaying under the carved and clockwork figures of Bes 
burghers on the town facades, ignoring, unseeing, the shinier fronts of the 
elsewhere, the alter parts. (53)
Descriptions of the two cities suggest a mixture of European and Middle Eastern 
architectures, but also the multiculturalism, gentrification and decay, and blending of old 
and new that are typical of real modern cities. The “brick and plaster” buildings of Besźel 
contrast against the “lumpen-baroque” of Ul Qoma (54), but the cities’ appearances are 
not uniform and are made distinct by more than their architectures. Each city advances or 
decays (in parts) based on its own economy, infrastructure and class system and is diverse 
in its own ways, reflecting the complexities of real cities. In an interview with Manaugh, 
Miéville maintains that he “didn’t want to make it narrowly, allegorically reductive […] 
I didn’t want to make one city heavy-handedly Eastern and one Western, or one capitalist 
and one communist, or any kind of nonsense like that”. The setting nevertheless has a 
certain degree of allegorical significance, but this is not through advocating or criticizing 
any particular political system. The portrayal of a divided city of this kind is inherently 
political and invites comparisons to similar situations in Cold War Berlin, modern 
Palestine and apartheid South Africa, real-world cases of the enforcement of such radical 
segregation.
Clear parallels can be drawn between the labyrinthine depiction of Besźel and Ul Qoma 
and heterotopias, which are “capable of juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, 
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several sites that are in themselves incompatible” (Foucault 6). Hybridity and liminality 
are also strongly linked in their blurring of boundaries and subversion of absolutes and 
binaries.3 On a more fundamental level, the idea of a heterotopia represents the possibility 
that geography can be imbued with social function and meaning, and even be used to 
constitute identity and subjectivity. Furthermore, the system of seemingly immaterial 
borders between the cities also points towards the idea of heterotopias as places that 
“always presuppose a system of opening and closing that both isolates them and makes 
them penetrable” – either these spaces are materially closed and require special terms for 
admission, or they are accessible, but this only physically, without necessarily granting 
the visitor access to their full significance or function (Foucault 7). In The City & The 
City, this “system of opening and closing” is a building called Copula Hall, “one of very 
few places that has the same name in both cities” (72), which houses the border between 
Besźel and Ul Qoma, as well as the governments of both cities. As the site of the 
borderline, it is an ambiguous, liminal space: “externally it is in both cities; internally, 
much of it is in both or neither” (72). Traversing Copula Hall allows for the mental shift 
(facilitated by a form of immigration training) that makes it possible to legally ‘pass’ 
between the cities without the censure of Breach:
A Besz dweller cannot walk a few paces next door into an alter house 
without breach. But pass through Copula Hall and she or he might leave 
Besźel, and at the end of the hall come back to exactly (corporeally) where 
they had just been, but in another country, a tourist, a marvelling visitor, 
to a street that shared the latitude-longitude of their own address, a street 
they had never visited before, whose architecture they had always unseen, 
to the Ul Qoman house sitting next to and a whole city away from their 
own building, unvisible4 there now they had come through, all the way 
across the Breach, back home. (373)
However, crossing the border into the other city requires more than this. An individual 
must learn to act like a citizen of the foreign space as long as they are there (though 
wearing a conspicuous visitor’s mark), with visas only granted to those able to pass a test 
on “key signifiers of architecture, clothing, alphabet and manner, outlaw colours and 
gestures, obligatory details – and, depending on their Bes teacher, the supposed 
distinctions in national physiognomies” (92). This test, reminiscent of apartheid-era 
bureaucracy and classification methods, reinforces the ideologies that separate the cities, 
so that those who travel between them remain indoctrinated and do not present a threat to 
the system. 
In spite of the evanescent nature of the borders between Besźel and Ul Qoma, or 
perhaps because of it, they are strictly policed, at least in terms of visible infringements. 
3 Hybridity broadly refers to mixture, often in terms of races and cultures. However, the very existence of 
hybrid entities is often considered to be subversive, as “the hybrid rejects claims of boundedness within 
race, language, and nation” and through this, challenges “essentialist notions of identity as fixed and 
constant” (Yazdiha 31). Homi Bhabha makes the link between hybridity and liminality explicit: “The 
margin of hybridity, where cultural differences ‘contingently’ and conflictually touch, becomes the moment 
of panic which reveals the borderline experience. It resists the opposition of racial and cultural groups […] 
as homogeneous polarized political consciousnesses” (296). 
4 This is used in contrast to ‘invisible’, implying that this is consciously unseen, rather than impossible to 
see. 
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Even flora and fauna, where noticeable, are considered to be a part of either one city or 
the other and are accordingly governed so that the cities remain visibly separate: 
The length of BudapestStrász, patches of winter buddleia frothed out from 
old buildings. It’s a traditional urban weed in Besźel, but not in Ul Qoma, 
where they trim it as it intrudes, so BudapestStrász being the Besźel part 
of a crosshatched area, each bush, unflowered at that time, emerged 
unkempt for one or two or three local buildings, then would end in a sharp 
vertical plane at the edge of Besźel. (53)
This ordering of even the natural space in which the cities are located shows the extent to 
which the division is imposed. The image is also evocative of the absurd bureaucracy and 
the mania for classification that governs the cities. However, the separation of the cities 
can only be maintained if cues for what should be seen or unseen can be provided and if 
difference is emphasized. It is implied that the previously mentioned “supposed 
distinctions in national physiognomies” between citizens of the two cities are spurious or 
inaccurate, and Borlú also notices that “[a]mong the Ul Qoman faces were people I took 
to be Asian or Arab, even a few Africans.” (188). This means that any absolute ethnic 
differences that may be said to exist between the peoples of each city are complicated by 
the diversity inherent in the globalized modern city. The languages of the cities are 
related, “[d]espite careful cultural differentiation, in the shape of their grammars and the 
relations of their phonemes (if not the base sounds themselves)”, even though, as Borlú 
says, “It feels almost seditious to say so” (50). It is repeatedly suggested that there is no 
inherent basis for the division of th  cities, notwithstanding the problematic (though 
historically familiar) assumption that ethnic or linguistic difference would be a sufficient 
rationale for separation. This is why the cities are so strictly policed: citizens must either 
not be allowed to notice the spuriousness of the basis for separation or must not be able 
to act on this knowledge. The identities of each city as an independent city-state would 
collapse without two related factors: firstly, the consent of the people of both cities, and 
secondly, the punishment of transgressions that would undermine their integrity. 
As already suggested, the shadowy secret police force called Breach ensures that 
anybody from either Besźel or Ul Qoma seen to interact with or perceive elements of the 
other city (‘breaching’ the border) are swiftly dealt with. However, the nature of the 
punishment meted out by Breach, which hides between the cities and supposedly observes 
all, is never made clear; all that is mentioned is that transgressors are somehow spirited 
away in a terrifying fashion. So, while Copula Hall forms a kind of physical, heterotopic 
site for the border between the cities, Breach acts as an ever-present barrier that prevents 
their synthesis through fear, and occasionally, action. Again, much like Copula Hall, 
Breach operates in a liminal space, “in the interstice […] in both the city and the city” 
(373). This reflects the various meanings of ‘breach’: a gap, but also, as a verb, a 
transgression of that gap separating the cities. Through the course of the novel, the 
protagonist learns that Breach derives much of its power through the consent and 
cooperation of its citizens. Ashil, an agent of Breach, admits in a decisive passage that:
It’s not just us keeping them apart. It’s everyone in Besźel and everyone 
in Ul Qoma. Every minute, every day. We’re only the last ditch: it’s 
everyone in the cities who does most of the work. It works because you 
don’t blink. That’s why unseeing and unsensing are so vital. No one can 
admit it doesn’t work. So if you don’t admit it, it does. (370)
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The cities’ status as separate or united is then a matter of perception, and it is possible to 
perceive them both simultaneously, depending on one’s point of view. However, Borlú’s 
eventual breach separates him from everyone in either city, as it is now forbidden for 
them to perceive him – Ashil explains to him that “if you breach, even if it’s not your 
fault, for more than the shortest time ... you can’t come back from that” (370). This 
transition is a kind of rite of passage that reflects Borlú’s growing understanding of his 
society – another way in which The City & The City can be related to liminality (this time 
in the anthropological sense). The secret knowledge that Borlú acquires in this process 
allows him to assume a new role as an agent of Breach, but he can also never return to 
his old life. His character development does not mean that he escapes the system, though. 
Borlú still maintains the status quo from his new position – he simply becomes another 
type of policeman. Nevertheless, he is forced to reappraise everything that he knows 
about the nature of his world, as is the reader, through what Merivale and Sweeney call 
“the detective’s role as surrogate reader”, in which the action is focalized through the 
perceptions of a detective figure (2). 
I have contended that The City & The City has a hybrid, liminal generic quality, 
and this remains true even when considering each of its component genres (detective 
fiction and fantasy/science fiction). Existing studies of these genres can offer insight into 
the devices used in the novel, but also expose the ways in which a purely generic reading 
of the text falls short or is deliberately frustrated. Any theory of genre or system of generic 
classification is imperfect and by nature focuses on (or perceives) certain features in texts 
to determine their category while ignoring or dismissing other elements. This same logic 
is what forms the two cities in the novel: they are only separate because certain features 
are considered constitutive of their identity and therefore seen, and others are ignored and 
disavowed, and therefore unseen.
As a detective story, the narrative has two levels. On the one level, it follows the 
investigation of a murder that, following generic convention, is solved by the end of the 
novel. However, the mystery also requires an investigation to be made into the nature of 
reality. This is not unique to this novel. Elana Gomel (345) discusses the “ontological 
detective story”, a science fiction plot that replaces the familiar investigation of a dead 
body with one into “the body of the world” (345–346). This type of mystery, which is 
familiar to readers of science fiction, means that in the quest to uncover the true nature of 
the world, “nothing is exempt from suspicion, including inanimate objects and laws of 
physics” (348). In The City & The City, the detective formula provides some closure (a 
culprit and the details of the true conspiracy are found), but never solves the ontological 
mystery of whether unseeing is fantastical or not.
In order to establish what would be meant by a ‘fantastic reading’ of the novel, 
what is usually meant by ‘the fantastic’ must be clarified. Tsvetan Todorov’s influential 
definition is premised on the following scenario:
In a world which is indeed our world, the one we know […] there occurs 
an event which cannot be explained by the laws of this same familiar 
world. The person who experiences the event must opt for one of two 
possible solutions: either he is the victim of an illusion of the senses, of a 
product of the imagination – and laws of the world then remain what they 
are; or else the event has indeed taken place, it is an integral part of reality 
– but then this reality is controlled by laws unknown to us. … The fantastic 
occupies the duration of this uncertainty. (25)
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This conception of the fantastic is helpful in a number of ways. The novel embraces this 
core uncertainty over whether the events constitute “an illusion of the senses” (which, 
according to Todorov, would place them in the realm of the uncanny) or “an integral part 
of reality” (in which case they would be seen as the marvellous). As soon as this 
uncertainty is resolved, according to Todorov, the fantastic ends. In many ways, the 
situation of the reader of The City & The City involves such a hesitation, one that is never 
resolved. The situation presented in the above definition hinges on the perception of the 
narrator in this novel: there is no clear way to determine here if something is “an illusion 
of the senses”. 
For instance, in The City & The City, the setting is ordinary to the narrator and 
those around him, but appears fantastical to the reader. Liminal fantasy, as defined by 
Farah Mendelsohn, often causes the reader to hesitate in this way: “It is the disjunction 
between the interpretation and understanding of this protagonist and that of the reader 
that has created the moment of hesitation: we frequently wish to believe, but we are not 
sure in what” (Mendelsohn 220). This irony is supplemented by The City & The City’s 
equipoise, which in liminal fantasy involves the “recognition of the significance of the 
doubled world, both mundane and simultaneously a fantasy […]; such stories hold in their 
hands the possibility of both fantasy and of metaphor” (Mendelsohn 195–196). As 
Rosemary Jackson (21), indicates, in fantasy texts, what could be read as metaphor is 
assumed to be literal. 
This novel then presents two ‘doubled worlds’ of possibility: the first, the cities 
in which it is set; and the second, the interpretation of that world as literal (or fantasy) or 
figurative (as a metaphor for human perception). 
There is little to indicate that the world in which The City & The City is set is 
different from our own, apart from the existence of the titular cities. The novel makes 
cultural and historical references that situate it in the world as we know it. Miéville asserts 
in his interview with Manaugh that his aim was making the cities “feel plausible and half-
remembered, as if they were uneasily not quite familiar rather than radically strange”. 
Moreover, the extent to which our fallible perception can create blind spots and alter what 
we would consider objective reality has been scientifically established (Desimone and 
Duncan 1995). The creation of segregated spaces through the power of ideology and 
authority is also far from fantastical. The fictional cities in The City & The City are 
compared to actual cases of split cities such as Budapest, Jerusalem and Berlin, but only 
to point out that this is “completely missing the point” (90), and that Besźel and Ul Qoma 
are something else, without truly clarifying what that ‘something else’ is. This does not 
mean that the novel holds no metaphorical or thematic meaning related to these real-world 
situations, especially considering its tackling of issues of identity and borders.
The constant tension between prosaic and magical interpretations is reflected in 
the text’s use of the vocabulary of science fiction and fantasy. The novel makes use of a 
fair number of neologisms and portmanteaux (such as ‘topolganger’ and 
‘dopplurbanology’). This generates a kind of “strange newness” referred to by the 
prominent SF theorist Darko Suvin as a “novum”. In this way, the narrative appears to 
introduce a science-fictional concept  (in the case of this novel, ‘unseeing’) that is unreal, 
but plausible.
However, where this abstruse use of genre codes is most significant is in the 
description of Breach and its agents. Breach is said to have “unique powers” (96), and 
whether these are legal or occult powers (or both) is left a mystery. When Borlú attempts 
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to go through official channels to have his case considered as an act of breach, this is 
eerily described as “invoking” Breach, an “alien power” (78), a “night-fear” (372) that is 
“not like us” (95), so that it will “manifest” (97). Breach is a source of fear and horror, an 
emblem of the regulating power of these forces. It is described in inhuman terms, even 
though, as it emerges, Breach is a human organization, and these metaphors remain so 
rather than becoming literal.
Mendelsohn claims that the generic liminality of liminal fantasy “is maintained 
through both equipoise and through irony, the manipulation of different kinds of genres 
in ways that present as full ‘generic’ reading, yet rest their genreness precisely on that 
refusal” (240). The City & The City does contain stylistic elements of fantastic fiction that 
would lend themselves to a “full ‘generic’ reading’. However, the novel also appears to 
shut down such interpretations through a combination of its contemporary real-world 
setting, its exposition of the power of myth and urban legend, and the way in which 
elements such as the ‘powers’ of Breach can be read as fantastical or prosaic, as magical 
or legal powers. While the novel evokes fantastic concepts and language, this never 
precludes a view of the narration and world as metaphor. All of the fantastical elements 
are either shown to be myths or can be interpreted as effects of selective perception or 
ideological forces. This debunking of the fantastic demonstrates what Miéville claims is 
the novel’s “almost contrary relation to the fantastic, in a certain sense” (in Manaugh, 
2011).
It is significant that I have not distinguished between the conventions of science 
fiction and fantasy or considered thes  genres to be discrete, as is common in scholarship 
on these forms of fiction. Many efforts have been made to define what differentiates 
fantasy (or science fiction) from realist fiction, and I have drawn on these in showing how 
The City & The City blurs such a distinction. However, science fiction and fantasy are 
conventionally studied separately, and many influential theories define these two genres 
in ways that specifically exclude the other. China Miéville has spoken of the problems 
with the way that science fiction and fantasy are often separated, asserting that “it is due 
to more than coincidence that the two sub-genres are shelved near each other; that they 
are, in fact, at some important and constitutive level, united” (“Cognition as Ideology” 
231). It is difficult to ignore the parallels between this statement and the implication in 
his novel that borders are a matter of perception. This does not mean that these 
distinctions, however questionable, are easy to ignore or do not have real effects, but 
Miéville instead encourages us to consider the distinctions to be a matter of authority 
rather than logic.
Darko Suvin’s (1972) conception of science fiction has been influential in 
establishing the nature of the genre. He firstly specifies a “minimum generic difference” 
– the presence of a narrative novum, which makes the text “significantly different from 
what is the norm in ‘naturalistic’ or empiricist fiction” (23). In order to distinguish it from 
fantasy or myth, and forcefully establish its uniqueness as a “full-fledged literary genre” 
(29), Suvin’s definition of science fiction as “the literature of cognitive estrangement”, 
rejects “supernatural or metaphysical” (and therefore irrational) explanations for the 
novum in favor of ‘rationality’ (27). It is difficult to see The City & The City as falling 
under Suvin’s definition completely. While it has a novum (the topolganger cities and 
their construction through unseeing and unsensing), this is never accounted for in a 
rational way. 
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On the other side of the fence, defining fantasy is complicated by the way in which 
the term “has been applied rather indiscriminately to any literature which does not give 
priority to realistic interpretation” (Jackson 13).5 In fact, Tsvetan Todorov’s oft-cited 
conception of the fantastic considers many examples of science fiction to be a subset of 
marvellous fantasy. Ironically, most of what is considered to fall under the genre of 
‘fantasy’ today is also what Todorov would call the marvellous, not the fantastic, because 
in those works the strangeness is generally accepted externally to the subject’s mind. It is 
then clear that attempting to place The City & The City, and indeed many other texts, 
within the borders of one genre exposes the weaknesses of such an endeavor. It becomes 
clear that the articulation of genres must be premised on the rejection of some Other, 
whether this be realism (which itself is questionable as a category of fiction), fantasy, the 
marvellous, the uncanny or indeed any other theoretical classification. Indeed, Miéville 
goes as far as to name fantasy as “the projected Other of a supposedly rationalist SF” 
(“Cognition as Ideology” 242), with science fiction theorists attempting to create a 
hierarchy that establishes the superiority of their preferred genre. 
Miéville, in his theoretical work, criticizes the conception of science fiction as 
rational and sees the rigid enforcement of the scientific basis of science fiction, in a 
remarkably apt metaphor when considering The City & The City, as “reduc[ing] theory to 
the job of a mere border guard” that would exclude many texts that are commonly seen 
(and sold) as science fiction in favor of a non-existent “ideal type” (“Cognition as 
Ideology” 237). Instead, he advances a Marxist conception of cognitive estrangement that 
firstly acknowledges that the ‘cognitive’ element of science fiction (as opposed to its 
‘irrational’ counterpart, fantasy) is instead a “cognition effect”, rather than logic that is 
derived from outside the text (a theory first advanced by Carl Freedman). Miéville claims 
that this idea of cognition, which persuades the reader that the basis of the fiction is 
rationality, is ideological in its mechanisms: “the lies of ideology, in other words, do not 
necessarily do their job by being believed, but by hegemonizing a conceptual agenda 
irrespective of whether they are believed” (“Cognition as Ideology” 241). An extreme 
form of this ‘hegemonized conceptual agenda’ is precisely what Miéville uses as the 
novum in The City & The City: the politics of the cities is so strictly enforced that it almost 
totally hegemonizes perception. In both the world of The City & The City and in the 
theorizing of science fiction and fantasy, according to Miéville, the most important factor 
is authority:
The cognition effect is a persuasion. Whatever tools are used for that 
persuasion (which may or may not include actually-cognitively-logical 
claims), the effect, by testimony of SF writers for generations and by the 
logic of the very theorists for whom cognition is key, is a function of 
(textual) charismatic authority. The reader surrenders to the cognition 
effect to the extent that he or she surrenders to the authority of the text and 
its textual charismatic authority” (“Cognition as Ideology” 238, emphasis 
added).
This questions the basis for differentiating between science fiction and fantasy. 
The reader simply has to agree to go along with the claims made in such fiction and 
assume that they are valid for the world of the text. Miéville asserts in “Cognition as 
5 Rosemary Jackson sees the fantastic as a ‘mode’ rather than a genre, the former being present in a wide 
variety of texts. She acknowledges the problems inherent in seeing fantasy as a discrete genre that is 
separate from realism.
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Ideology” that “neither reader nor writer finds cognitive logic in the text’s claims. Instead, 
they read/write as if they do” (239). This echoes Ashil’s revelation about the workings of 
unseeing in the novel, that “It works because you don’t blink. […] No one can admit it 
doesn’t work. So if you don’t admit it, it does”. In The City & The City, the borders remain 
because of the authority of Breach, even though none of the characters seem to know how 
it came to wield such power over them. However, the borders between the topolganger 
cities are ambiguous rather than absolute, and the landscape of the cities is filled with 
liminal spaces that do not conform to a binary border. In this way the logic (and power) 
of ideology forms the basis of both The City & The City’s world and Miéville’s arguments 
about genre, with both hinging on the maintenance of borders through authority and the 
rejection of some Other.
Therefore, the liminality of The City & The City, in its setting, genre and themes 
embraces the complexity of borders and their maintenance and subverts an understanding 
of them as absolute or clear. Liminality is evoked in the novel in terms of its focus on 
sensory thresholds, ambiguous borderlines and transgression, and its structure as a rite of 
passage for the protagonist and reader. By blending genres and taking an ambiguous 
approach to realism, the novel dissects the idea of borders (in a variety of forms) and 
highlights the subversive, liminal spaces hidden by the absolutist logic required for their 
imposition. Through its deeply ambiguous setting, which reflects the heterotopic 
complexities of city spaces, the novel presents a useful commentary on the formation of 
identity through fear and the rejection of the Other. It also demonstrates the paradoxes 
and blind spots that are necessarily created by ordering and categorizing processes and 
the way that these are often not overcome, but are simply unacknowledged and obfuscated 
through fear and authority. 
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